CELEBRITIES TO TAKE ON THE CITY INDEX ‘CELEBRITY TRADER CHALLENGE’.
London, UK, 5th, January 2011– City Index, a global leader in Spread Betting, Contracts for Difference
(CFDs) and margined foreign exchange, are pleased to announce that they will be hosting a monthly
charity fundraiser in conjunction with ‘The Exchange’ Magazine, inviting a variety of celebrities to trade
on their award winning platform.
Each moth City Index will stake a celebrity £2,500 and invite them to take the City Index Celebrity Trader
Challenge. With the support of a dedicated City Index Sales Trader, the appointed celebrity will see if
they can trade into profit for a chosen charity.
The Celebrities will have one week to take full advantage of City Index’s multi-award winning mobile
platform and advanced charting packages to navigate the volatility of the markets, and battle it out for
the top spot on the City Index Celebrity Trader Leaders Board.
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For more information please go to www.cityindex.co.uk or contact:
Joshua Raymond
City Index Group
Tel: 020 7107 7002
Email: joshua.raymond@cityindex.co.uk

Jonathan Smith / Alex Nekrassov
New Century Media
Tel: 020 7930 8033
Email: jsmith@newcenturymedia.co.uk /
alexnekrassov@newcenturymedia.co.uk

Contracts for difference (“CFDs”) trading, spread betting and margined foreign exchange carries a high
level of risk to your capital with the possibility of losing more than your initial investment and may not
be suitable for all investors. Ensure you fully understand the risks involved and seek independent advice
if necessary. Please note lower deposit rates could allow you to increase your risk.
About City Index Group
City Index Group is one of the leading global providers of retail trading services, transacting in excess of
1.5 million trades per month for the group’s customers around the world. City Index trading platforms
give access to thousands of derivatives on global financial markets, including; Spread Betting, Contracts
for Differences (CFDs) and margined foreign exchange (FX).
The Group trades primarily under the City Index, Finspreads and FX Solutions brands and also provides a
fully outsourced white label solution to numerous partners.
City Index recently launched City Trading, its first iPhone Spread Betting and CFD Trading application
that provides full and secure access to customers’ trading accounts, whenever and wherever they want.

City Index Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority (no. 113942) and its
head and registered office is Park House, 16 Finsbury Circus, London EC2M 7EB (Registered in England
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